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And now for the girls. Take it away, Kayleigh, Sarah, Diana,
Kerstan and Esyllt.
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If you had a million pounds to change things where you
live, hwat would you do?
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Kerstan: I think they should put a better park in for the kids
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Kayleigh: I'd like somewhere to go too. We're not really
allowed to go out in the evenings because apparently we
cause too much trouble - or the community say we do. The
older lot might cause trouble but we don't, they just think we
do. They could improve this by providing a youth club or
somewhere else for us to go.
Give your school marks out of ten.
Kayleigh: I wouldn't give my school anything. I've had
seven months off because of bullying, which is a real problem
in our school. The teachers tried to help sort it out but they
couldn't. I'd like them to get the bullies out of the school, but
they don't, so we have to leave instead.
Kerstan: 5/10. Some of the teachers are OK, but not all of
them.
Diana: 5/10 too.
So what would you change about your school?
Kerstan: I'd like better food in the canteen - less salad and
veg!
Kayleigh: Yes, when we get back, it'll only be chips twice a
week -not a good idea because I don't eat veg. I don't want
rabbit food all the time.
I'd also like more dance lessons.
Kerstan: I'd like more acting lessons - drama involves a lot
of writing, I'd like to do more acting.
I'd also like to do more practical experiments in science.
We're not allowed because some of the naughty kids have
disrupted them, so the teacher does everything. A few in the
class have spoilt it for everyone.
We don't learn much in cooking either. I'd like to learn to
cook spaghetti Bolognaise or lasagne or something, but we
make biscuits - it won't help you after school.
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Kayleigh: We made a fruit salad - chopped fruit up and put
it in a bowl - that's really cooking isn't it!
If you had use of Doctor Who's TARDIS, where would
you go?
Kerstan: I'd go into the future to open my catering business
because I want to be a chef.
Diana: I'd go five years into the future to see what I'll be
doing, because I'm not sure right now. If I don't like it, then
I can change it!
Kayleigh: I'd like to go a year into the future so I will have
left school.
What would you like to do in the future?
Esyllt: I'd like to work with animals, especially dogs.
Kerstan: I want to open a restaurant, selling healthy food,
maybe a few of takeaways.
Diana: We've been learning a lot with Paris Training, like
health and safety and enterprise. I'd like to open my own
clothes shop.
Sarah: I want to work with animals too, especially horses. I
go riding in Carreglafan a lot.
Kayleigh: I want to open my own business or work on the
ferries, doing health and beauty.
Is there anything that really worries you about the
world?
Kayleigh: All the abuse. I don't think they're doing enough
to stop it - there aren't enough police officers on Anglesey to
help stop it, maybe because it's not a big city. I'd like to see
people who are being abused getting more help.
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Ten students from Amlwch's Hyfforddiant Parys Training
scheme give their views on life - from school, home to the
universe and beyond. Take it away Chris, Matt, Chris M, Gary
and Adam.
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If you had a million pounds to change things where you
live, hwat would you do?
Adam: I'd like a biking track in Amlwch, one with jumps on
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it. I haven't got a motorbike yet but I'd like one.
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Gary: I'd like a good youth club in Moelfre, with maybe a
gym. We haven't got anything at the moment, just a mate's
garage where everyonegoes to work out. It would be great to
have somewhere decent with maybe computers, weights and
a big hall.
Chris M: I'd like a five aside court in Benllech, and
somewhere to shelter because we haven't got anywhere to
go. We just hang about, then the police come and tell us to
move on.
Give your school marks out of ten.
Gary: 2/10 because it's like a jail. You're not allowed out. In
David Hughes school they're allowed to go out break time but
we'll get busted if we do. There are cameras everywhere - if
you even have a play fight they see and drag you in.
Chris M: 3/10. The gym isn't great. It's starting to get damp
on the roof because of all the sweat so they need to knock it
down and build a new one. The toilets are a bit scrubby too
and it looks like a jail from the outside, with the walkways
going round and round.
So what would you change about your school?
Matt: I'd like no school, or at least more practical lessons.
Chris M: They should forget all schools, just build colleges so
you can choose what to do. I'd like to do building, joinery,
gym and IT.
Matt: I'd like gym and mechanics.
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Adam: I'd like car mechanics too.
Chris: And woodwork.
Gary: Yes, and roofing, plumbing and electrics.
What are you doing with Parys Training?
Chris: We're looking at different job opportunities. I've learnt
you don't need GCSEs to get a job, but they help. And a
good attitude will help too.
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Gary: Parys Training is more chilled, there are no teachers
to stress you out. You can get up to make a cup of tea
whenever you want.
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What would you like to do in the future?
Gary: I'd like to be a fisherman. I help out on a commercial
fishing boat on the weekends. We net lobsters and spurdogs
- they're really popular to eat in France I think.
Chris M: I'd like to be a builder.
Matt: I want to be a mechanic.
Chris: I want to be a car mechanic too.
If you had use of Doctor Who's TARDIS, where would
you go?
Chris M: I'd go to the year 3000 to see if there's anything
left of the world - see if global warming is true.
I'd also like to know what the cars are like - maybe they'll
have flying cars in the future!
Gary: Yes, people say now 'yeah, and there's a flying pig',
but in the future there really will be one!
I've heard about the past, so I'd like to see the future - I
don't want to go back to school and get the cane!
Chris M: Yeah, everyone's there wearing the shorts and little
hats!
Is there anything that really worries you about the
world?
Gary: Iraq. We could have another world war soon.
Adam: I'd like them to get rid of Wylfa, the power station, in
case it blows up or something.
But what have the girls got to say?
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